Make online safety
simple with cloud-based
web filtering

As a school, ensuring your students have access to the internet is a necessity. But making sure that access is
being used safely and wisely is where things can get complicated.
Securly Filter is a cloud-based web filtering solution developed specifically for schools. With Securly Filter, you
gain the flexibility and ease of use you need to keep your students safe and out of harm’s way, regardless of
location or device. Plus, you’ll have your own industry-leading customer support team at the ready.
For many, web filtering is about CIPA compliance. But any filter will provide that. With Securly Filter, you can:

• Ensure CIPA compliance — without expensive appliances or complicated setup

• Get the filtering features you need to make your job easier

• Gain visibility and control over all devices regardless of location

“We chose Securly Filter to provide an appliance-less, scalable, and CIPA-compliant solution
to protect our students. I’m not sure where we would be without Securly in our district. It has
become part of our culture and provides us the additional support we need.”
Tom Walker, Director of Technology
Massac Unit School District #1

How Filter works
1. Network traffic, whether from on-campus devices or off-campus managed devices, is captured by Securly Filter.

2. Securly Filter detects users and applies the appropriate policies to them.
A

Traffic that is allowed goes to the user as normal.

B

Encrypted traffic is selectively decrypted and analyzed, and is either allowed or blocked.

C

Blocked traffic will display a block page to the user, and optionally an alert can be sent to administrators.

3. In all cases, traffic is logged for administrator review.
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Benefits
• Simplify deployment and maintenance
• Support filtering on any device and operating system

• Define custom policies to support off-network devices
and BYOD

• Deploy 1:1 device programs with confidence

• Scale without bandwidth or other limitations

• Gain visibility and control over student devices — whether

• Investigate flagged activities easily

at school, home, or anywhere in-between
• Get user-level reporting on iPads with no login required

• Download, schedule, and email reports

Features
Blocked Site Alerts
Receive email alerts for blocked sites only to minimize alert noise — or delegate alerts and access to appropriate staff.

Take-home Policies
Control how your school devices are filtered, even when they’re off network.

Streamlined BYOD
Our unique selective SSL decryption allows you to know who’s using unmanaged devices, and allows for reporting on
encrypted traffic coming from those devices.

Live Activity Feed
See your students' online activities at a glance with a visual audit trail encompassing sites visited, exact searches, and
video thumbnails.

PageScan
Never worry about new websites – PageScan technology scans for inappropriate images and keywords, and categorizes
new sites as soon as they’re accessed.

Time-based Policies
Apply filtering rules to OUs based on a specific schedule with time-based policies (perfect for after school clubs and
lots more).

Extensive YouTube Control
Get Google-style YouTube functionality on Windows devices – except with even more customizable options.

Custom Groups
Create new groups without needing to create new OUs, plus manage and map them with custom groups.

Guest Policies
Easily define how to address outside devices on your network.

SmartPAC
Patented technology allows for user-level reporting on iOS devices without requiring login — a helpful feature for
younger students on iPads.

Smart DNS
Gain full control and visibility into encrypted sites through selective proxying.

Centralize on a single platform to simplify management
Securly has a suite of other products that work with Filter to help you do even more. Whether it’s student
safety, engagement, or anything else, we have you covered. Integrations include:

Level up safety and wellness with AI-powered analysis of online activities, wellness
monitoring, proactive interventions, and case management tools

Gain round-the-clock human-supported analysis of flagged activity notifications and
escalated response — before the worst happens

Give parents/caregivers more control and opportunities to get involved in their
kids' learning

Make security simple with
cloud-based web filtering specifically for schools
With easy setup, the highest-rated support, and unparalleled flexibility,
Securly Filter streamlines and simplifies web filtering for busy school IT teams.
Keep your students safe on all devices, whether at school, home, or anywhere in between.

Register for a demo now

sales@securly.com

1-855-SECURLY

www.securly.com
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